
Last Agent Routing

Longest Idle Routing

Anywhere365 for Skype for Business/Lync 
gives you an unfair advantage. 

Anywhere365 provides an advanced dialogue management platform for the 
business enterprise, leveraging the Skype for Business/Lync infrastructure .

Full Value Featured Solution

We challenge you to dream and envision your Contact Center and Dialogue 
Management and we will be able to deliver almost all required features out of the box.

Efficient and productive dialogues

Everything is focused on enabling efficient and productive dialogues to take place 
between people, your company and customers and groups of people.

Powerful and actionable business intelligence capabilities

While at the same time providing powerful, actionable business intelligence 
capabilities to extract previously hidden dialogue patterns.

Enterprise communications and dialogue management platform

Anywhere365 Unified Contact Center is an established enterprise communications 
and dialogue management platform for Skype for Business and Lync.



www.workstreampeople.com/platform-element-extension-window

Enrich and enable skype client
with timeline & CRM data.

Anywhere365 is developed with information sharing in mind. 

Therefore, it is possible to create an interface between a UCC 

and any other system.

Agent Extension Window 
CRM and Back Office Integrations 

Integrations

Display information 
from your CRM and 
Back Office services.

Tabs

Extent the Extension window 
further with custom tabs to 

match to your business. 

Timeline

View the history between 
the customer and the 

organization in the timeline. 
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Real-time visibility

The Queue Information adapts itself, to rate of active conversations. 

At one glance the Wallboard gives insight on the real-time stats. 

Every viewer can see the real time statistics, just by looking at the screen.

Infl ight Wallboard 
Real-time Insight 

At a Glance

The wallboard gives a summary 
and status of the service desk 

at a single glance.

Statistics

High level statistics provide an 
instant overview to all users.

Adaptive Queue

The queue information adepts 
itself, to the rate of active 

dialogues.
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Insight

Relevant call history provided 
as well as intuitive queue 
management capabilities.

Contextual

Contact options will 
automatically adapt to the 

context of the current 
dialogue.

Transfer a Call

Simply transfer a call by 
dragging and dropping it into 

another contact.

Reception Attendant
For Skype for Business

www.workstreampeople.com/reception-attendant

Breakthrough features

Timeline

See all previous contacts on a 
timeline. Also the customer journey is 
visible, from accepting to forwarding 
and closing the call.

Chat

Chat with multiple contacts 
simultaneously or start a group 
conversation, even if you are on a call.

Braille Ready

The Anywhere365 has an input 
device ready for visual impaired 
people (braille).

Calendar

With the Calendar the Attendant can 
easily view appointments of colleagues 
and gives the caller better service.

Notes

Make notes during a call, saving them 
or sending the notes immediately via 
email or other media.

Mirror

A fun, but also a functional feature to 
always look representative which uses 
a (integrated) web cam.
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Dialogue Intelligence
Real-time Reporing

Deep Dive Insight

Zoom in from global information 
to specific parts to complete 

your information needs.

Reporting

Reporting gives a clear and 
extended view on the UCC’s

historic data.

Dialogue Journey

The dialogue journey gives the 
supervisor a complete insight 
in the customer journey from 

start to end.

Breakthrough features

Customer Experience

Explore the customer journey 
with ability to zoom in to the 
smallest detail.

Agent Performance

Analyze the Performance, availability 
and efficiency  from users and compare 
them with others.

Integrations

Integrate the data in your other 
reporting tools (eq PowerBI), 
CRM of your back office system.

Organizational Availability 

See how well, from where and in 
which way customers contact your 
organization.

Future Intelligence

Predict when you will need capacity 
(or need less).

Overview

Get an scheduled report about 
your communication KPI’s in your 
mailbox
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Webchat | Appchat | Social
Real-time Communications

Audio/Video

Expand the Web Chat with 
Audio and/or Video by using 

the Skype WebApp.

Customizable

Redesign the WebChat 
to fit your company’s 

corporate identity.  

No Skype needed 

Customers can chat without 
having Skype, every action can 

be done using a browser.

Interact

Add chat, audio and video to
customers apps and website.

Skype for Business

All chats, audio and video will be 
routed to Skype for Business

Features

Features co-browse & call me now.

Reporting

Reporting and recording are in place 
for chat, audio and video.

ChatBot Features

Add chatbot features with automatic 
and self learning responses.

Social

Let customer interact with your 
organization while using there favorate 
chat app (Facebook, Twitter, WebChat 
ect.)

Breakthrough features
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